High speed and high accurate control performance is required for industrial robot arms. The research is aimed at high accurate control of industrial articulated robot arms with trajectory allowance under torque and speed constraints. The proposed method is based on nonlinear separation that decomposes the nonlinear dynamics from the nonlinear static parts and linear dynamic part. Controller was constructed for separation of trajectory generation and taught data generation, and it could be achieved perfect performance under the speed and torque constraints imposed by the hardware of robot arm. The effectiveness of the proposed method was assured by experimental results of an actual articulated robot arm.
Introduction
Industrial robot arms are used in various works such as assembling, transporting, handling, welding, burring, Actuator saturation problems were investigated in 1)∼3), however, most of them are feedback type controller and it is not easy for applying them to industrial robot arms because hardware changes are required 4), 5) . On the other hand, we have proposed control methods of industrial robot arms such as accurate contour control without change of hardware by using Gaussian network 6) , upper limit of contour control performance with torque constraint 7) , minimum time positioning control considering locus error and torque constraints 8) and contour control method under speed and torque constraints 9) .
The minimum time positioning control method considering locus error under torque constraints gives input trajectory of the shortest distance from starting point to * Graduate School of Science and Engineering, Saga University, Saga * * Faculty of Engineering in Kyushu, Kinki University, Iizuka end point with maximum speed under torque constraint.
The contour control method under speed and torque constraints approximates corner part in objective locus by circular arc and it gives input trajectory with assigned velocity under torque constraint. However, in actual works, some allowance of the end-effector motion exists in order to avoid obstacles and contact with workpieces, then work space has many special constraints even in positioning control case.
In this paper, high accurate control of industrial robot arms with trajectory allowance under torque and speed constraint is proposed. In the proposed method, objective trajectory generation and taught data generation are completely separated based on the nonlinear separation control concept which separates the nonlinear dynamic controlled object into nonlinear static part and linear dynamic part 10) . The proposed method appropriately satisfies the constraints of torque and speed in the robot arm hardware.
Feedback type controller usually requires a change of hardware in the robot arms. As the proposed method is a feedforward type controller, it requires no change of the hardware and hence it is easy to apply it to industrial fields.
Control System of Articulated Robot Arm
2. 1 Structure of articulated robot arm Fig. 1 shows the two-degree-of-freedom articulated robot arm which moves in the X-Y plane using the first link and the second link. In Fig. 1, (θ1, θ2) shows the joint angles in the joint coordinate space whereas (x, y) shows the end-effector position in the working coordinates. L1
and L2 show the lengths of the first link and that of the second link, respectively, and the symbol shows the joints.
2 Problems in control design
Torque constraint of the motors in the joint coordinates and speed constraint of the end-effector in the working coordinates are restrictions for control design of articulated robot arms. If the constraints could not be satisfied, control performance of the robot arm deteriorates seriously and work specifications are not acceptable. Hence, the robot arm must move under these constraints.
The torque constraint in the joint coordinates can be expressed by the joint acceleration constraint considering about the motor axis as the maximum equivalent moment of inertia
where aj (j = 1, 2) and amax are the angular acceleration of joint j and the maximum joint acceleration, respectively. The speed constraint of the end-effector in the working coordinates is given by
where ve and vmax are the end-effector velocity and the speed constraint, respectively.
In this way, the torque constraint (1) and the speed constraint (2) must be take into account for the control design of the articulated robot arms.
In industrial applications, the end-effector motion within some allowable region is enough to achieve acceptable performance in industrial robot arms. The maximum width of the allowance is given by
where w and wmax are allowance and its maximum width, respectively.
In this research, the controller is designed such that the constraints (1), (2) and (3) are fulfilled.
3 Model of articulated robot arm based on nonlinear separation control
In this research, nonlinear separation model for articulated robot arm is constructed 10) . In this model, robot arm mechanism is considered as a nonlinear static part and robot arm dynamics is as a linear dynamic part.
In the nonlinear static part, objective trajectory under torque and speed constraints is generated, and in the lin- In the nonlinear static part, the robot arm mechanism is expressed by the kinematics transformation from (θ1, θ2)
in the joint coordinates to (x, y) in the working coordinates as
and the inverse kinematics transfors from (x, y) to (θ1, θ2)
(See Fig. 1 Under normal speed condition which is below about 1/5 of the rated motor speed, joint dynamics could be descried by the second order linear model, which is given by where sat(z) shows the torque constraint as
In (8), Kp is the position loop gain, Kv the velocity loop gain, u(t) angle input and θ(t) angle output. In (9), amax is maximum joint acceleration as in (1) . The torque constraint is calculated by the multiplication of amax and the motor axis equivalent moment of inertia.
Under the torque constraint, sat(·) in (8) can be neglected and the robot arm dynamics is expressed by To reduce the torque requirement and to increase speed, the objective locus is generated such that the locus draws a curve within the allowance at the corner part. The generation procedure is explained as follows;
(I) The circle which goes through the point P and is tangent to the straight line C0O, C2O, is obtained
where (xc, yc) and r are the center point and the radius of the circle, respectively.
(II) The straight line l2 which draws through the starting point A0 and is tangent to the circle (11), and the straight line l3 which draws through the end point A2 and tangent to the circle (11), are obtained
where m6 and n6 are the gradient and the intercept of the straight line l2, respectively, and m7 and n7 are for the straight line l3.
By connecting (11), (12) and (13), the objective locus is generated (see Appendix A).
The objective trajectory is generated from the objective locus by considering the torque and speed constraints. (see Fig. 4 ).
(I) The corner is approximated by circlar arc. The radius of the circle determines the moving speed. The objective trajectory at the corner part is derived by
(ts ≤ t < te) (14) Amax is the maximum acceleration under the torque constant and it is determined by simulation study. Generated objective trajectory given by (14), (15) in the working coordinates is transformed into that in the joint coordinates through the inverse kinematics (6) and (7).
(II) The objective trajectory at straight line part is generated by the following procedure. The objective trajectory at straight line part is divided into the segnemts of the maximum joint acceleration and that of the maximum speed in the working coordinates within the speed constraint. The minimum time motion control can be achieved with the maximum joint acceleration until the maximum speed is reached.
i. At the maximum joint acceleration part, the straight line is segmented by a set of equidistant knot points k (k = 0, 1, 2, · · · n − 1) and the objective trajectory moves between the knot point k and k + 1 at the maximum joint acceleration as
where θ j,k ,θ j,k andθ j,k are the joint angle, the first order derivative and the second order derivative for the jth axis at kth step, and t k is the time at the knot point k.
ii. For determining the switching time form the maximum joint acceleration part to the maximum speed part, the tangential velocity in the working coordinates must be calculated for the maximum joint acceleration part. The relationship between the joint velocity and the end-effector velocity is
where ve is the tangential velocity at θ1, θ2 and Jacobian J is given by
iii. At the maximum speed in the working coordinates within the speed constraint, the working trajectory is derived by
where Ac is the end-effector acceleration in the working coordinates, tρ and tσ are the time just before the speed constraint and the time just after the speed constraint, respectively and φ = sin −1 ((y(tσ) − y(tρ))/lc).
The objective trajectory (17), (18) in the working
coordinates is transformed into the joint trajectory by the inverse kinematics (6), (7) .
Hereby, the objective trajectory at the straight line part is generated (see Appendix B).
According to the above procedure, the objective trajectory within the torque and the speed constraints is generated, which corresponds to the nonlinear static compensation part.
2 Modified taught data from objective trajectory
To compensate the delay of dynamics, the objective trajectory is modified by the modified taught data method based on the second order model of the mechatronic servo system 11) as shown in Fig. 2 of surrounded part by dotted line. The compensation corresponds to the control of linear dynamics in the nonlinear separation control.
Delay compensated trajectory is used as the input of the servo controller in real-time operation. The modification term F (s) for each axis in Fig. 2 is designed by the pole assignment regulator and the minimum order observer as
in that numerator coefficients are 
where µ1, µ2 regulator poles, and γ is the observer pole.
3 Algorithm of control method based on nonlinear separation control
Flowchart of the proposed control method with allowance is shown in Fig. 5 .
1.
The objective locus (11), (12) and (13) 
3.
The objective trajectory is transformed from the working coordinates to the joint coordinates by the inverse kinematics (6) and (7). 
4.
Delay of the joint dynamics is compensated by the modification term (19).
5.
The taught data is input to the robot arm at each reference input time interval 2[ms].
Verification of Control Method of Articulated Robot Arm Based on Nonlinear Separation Control

1 Experimental conditions
The proposed control method is applied to an articu- This is caused by the fact that the velocity at the corner part could not be increased for the small allowance.
However, introduction of the allowance gives the effects of vibration and load reduction. Over 2[mm], the operating time can be shorten. The result provides strong evidence for shows the effectiveness of the proposed method.
4 Discussion
The proposed method was based on the nonlinear separation control. The control design was done as the objective trajectory generation including torque and speed constraints as a nonlinear static part, and the taught data generation on the basis of second order model of mechatronic servo system as a linear dynamic part.
In comparison with conventional method in Fig. 6 (a) and the proposed method (c), the proposed method gives high moving speed and small deterioration of the following locus. This is because the objective trajectory is generated in consideration of the torque and the speed constraints for the objective locus. From that, the proposed method realizes the specifications of robot arm appropriately.
By comparing experiment in Fig. 6 (d) with simulation (c), these results were coincided. The simulation result is based on theory and it is exactly comparable with experiment. It confirms that the theory can precisely explain the actual results. does not need any change in hardware, and it can realize the highest control performance of the robot arms not only for two-degree-of-freedom but also multiple-degreesof-freedom. Hence, the proposed method is easily and effectively applicable to the industrial field.
Conclusion
For the objective locus generation with allowance, high speed operation can be realized by lengthening the radius of circular arc at the corner part
In Fig. 3, the starting point A0(x0, y0) , the intermediate point A1(x1, y1), the end point A2(x2, y2) and the allowance w(= A0B0 = A0C0 = A2B2 = A2C2) are given.
Procedure of the objective locus trajectory generation is as follows:
1.
The straight lines C0O, C2O, B0P , B2P which express the allowance, and the point P which is gone through the objective locus are derived. 
(ii) The point P is obtained from (A. 3) and (A. 4) as P = (x3, y3)
2.
The objective locus of the straight lines l2, l3 and the circular arc with center point S are determined.
(i) The bisected straight line l1 with the allowance is derived by
(ii) The circle which contacts with the straight line C0O and C2O, and goes through the point P is de- where
iii) The tangential lines l2 and l3 are obtained.
The tangential lines l2 and l3 go through the points A0, A2, respectively and they contact with the circle (A. 6). Then the equations of the straight lines l2, l3
are derived by
As mentioned above, the equation of the circular arc connecting the point R, Q at which the arc touches the straignt lines l1 and l2, respectively is derived.
Then the objective locus of the robot arm is generated.
Appendix B. Derivation of Objective Trajectory at Straight Line Part
The objective trajectory generation is divided into two parts, i.e., the maximum joint acceleration part in the joint coordinates and the maximum speed part within the speed constraint in the working coordinates. The procedure of the objective trajectory generation at straight line is explained as follows.
(i) Maximum joint acceleration part in the joint coordinates
The straight line part is divided into n segments with the constant interval. The segment between the knot point k (k = 0, 1, 2, · · · n − 1) and k + 1 is moved at the maximum joint acceleration. From the equation
, the minimum time h j,k from the joint angle θ j,k to θ j,k+1 is given by
where j (j = 1, 2) is the joint number and aj is
and amax[rad/s 2 ] is the maximum joint acceleration.
The minimum time h j,k is selected at the maximum value of h j,k (j = 1, 2) to avoid the torque saturation absolutely. Then the actual time can be expressed by h k and the trajectory between the knot point k and k+1
is generated using the time h k . The joint acceleration is obtained as
and the generated trajectory is derived by
where θ j,k ,θ j,k andθ j,k are the joint angle, joint velocity and joint acceleration, respectively for each jth axis and kth step, and t k is the time at the knot point k.
(ii) Maximum speed part within the speed constraint in the working coordinates
The trajectory from the starting point to the end point is generated by (B. 1), and the velocity and the time at one sampling before the tangential speed exceeds the speed constraint vmax are denoted by vρ and tρ. Similarly, the trajectory from the end point to the starting point is generated, and the the velocity and the time at one sampling before the tangential speed exceeds the speed constraint vmax are assumed to be vσ and tσ. The interval lc of the maximum speed part is derived by
The transit time tc and the acceleration Ac at the maximum speed part can be derived easily as tc = 2lc/(vρ + vσ) and Ac = (vσ − vρ)/tc. The trajectory at the maximum speed part is generated.by
where φ = sin −1 ((y(tσ) − y(tρ))/lc). The trajectory (B. 2), (B. 3) in the working trajectory is transformed into the trajectory in the joint coordinates by the inverse kinematics, and the joint trajectory is obtained.
According to the above procedure, the objective trajectory at the straight line part is generated.
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